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1. Acknowledgements

The Fellow would like to thank the following individuals and organisations who 
generously gave their time and their expertise to assist, advise and guide her 
throughout her VET International Practitioner Fellowship. The Fellow would like 
to thank the Department of Education (DET), Higher Education and Skills and 
the International Specialised Skills Institute (ISSI) who made this Fellowship 
possible, particularly the excellent stewardship of CEO Wendy Draayers.

Awarding Body – International Specialised Skills 
Institute (ISS Institute)
The ISS Institute plays a pivotal role in creating value and opportunity, 
encouraging new thinking and early adoption of ideas and practice by 
investing in individuals. The overarching aim of the ISS Institute is to support 
the development of a ‘Better Skilled Australia’. The Institute does this via 
the provision of Fellowships that provide the opportunity for Australians to 
undertake international skills development and applied research that will have 
a positive impact on Australian industry and the broader community. 

The International Specialised Skills Institute was founded 29 years ago, by 
a small group of innovators including Sir James Gobbo AC, CVO, QC, and 
former Governor of Victoria, who had a vision of building a community of 
industry specialists who would lead the up-skilling of the Australian workforce. 
The Fellowship program builds shared learning, leadership and innovation 
across the broad range of industry sectors worked with. Fellows are supported 
to disseminate learning’s and ideas, facilitate change and advocate for best 
practice through the sharing of their Fellowship learnings with peers, colleagues, 

government, industry and community. Since its establishment, ISS Institute has 
supported over 450 Fellows to undertake skill and knowledge enhancement 
across a wide range of sectors which has led to positive change, the adoption 
of best practice approaches and new ways of working in Australia. 

The Fellowship programs are led by our partners and designed in a manner 
which ensures that the needs and goals desired by the partners are achieved. 
ISS Institute works closely to develop a Fellowship program that meets key 
industry priorities, thus ensuring that the investment made will have lasting 
impact.

For further information on ISS Institute Fellows, refer to www.issinstitute.org.au
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Patrons: Mr. Tony Schiavello AO and Mr. James MacKenzie  

Founder/Board Member: Sir James Gobbo AC, CVO 

Board Chair: Professor Amalia Di Iorio 

Board Deputy Chair: Mark Kerr 

Board Treasurer: Jack O’Connell AO 

Board Secretary:  Alisia Romanin

Board Member: Jeremy Gobbo QC, Adrian Capogreco 

CEO: Wendy Draayers
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The Victorian Government, through Higher Education and Skills (HES) of the 
Department of Education and Training, is responsible for the administration and 
coordination of programs for the provision of training and further education, 
adult education and employment services in Victoria and is a valued sponsor 
of the ISS Institute. The Fellow would like to thank them for providing funding 
for this Fellowship

The Fellow also gratefully acknowledges the valuable time given by professors 
and educators and the spirit of collaboration which marked her Fellowship 
journey. 

• Particularly Professor Kate Fletcher, the renowned Fashion and sustainability
pioneer for her observations and leadership.

• Nina Stevenson from the London College of Fashion for her insight into
supporting sustainability education programs and students.

• Professor Dr. Elisabeth Hackspiel from AMD Akademie Mode and Design
with her inspirational student project www.buygoodstuff.de

• Dr Zane Bernina, from the Textile and Surface Design Department at
Weissensee Kunsthochschule Berlin, for her generosity and open access
to the training program at her institute and exposure to the exciting student
research projects.

• Professor Valeska Schmidt-Thomsen, Hochschule der Kunst, for her insight
into her institute’s program

• Lecturers Caroline Raybould and Sabine Lettmann from Birmingham City
University for their time and generosity.

The Fellow also sincerely thanks the wonderful education professionals Megan 
Kirkham, Vicki Nicola and CEO Sally Curtain from Kangan Institute for their 
support.

The fellow with Dr Zane Bernina and teacher from the Textile and Surface Design Department 

at Weissensee Kunsthochschule Berlin. 
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2. Executive Summary

The Fellow with (Prof.)  Dr. Kate Fletcher, University of the Arts London, and members of the 

Union of the Concerned Researchers in Fashion,  and lecturers at Birmingham University 

Sabine Lettmann  and  Caroline Raybould.

Background 
As the fashion industry is the world’s second biggest polluter (UN Conference 
on Trade and Development, March 2019) and change must be led through 
education, this Fellowship included visits to leading tertiary institutes in 
England and Germany and attendance at the world’s biggest sustainability 
event Neonyt, to better understand how we can more effectively implement 
sustainable education practices in Victoria and educate the educators on 
current international best practice. 

The international industry imperative driven by global climate change and the 
trend towards transparency and collaboration to reduce waste puts a focus on 
how fashion brands can substantively improve processes from raw material 
choices, through the entire manufacturing process, to final engagement with 
consumers. A drive from linear production to circular fashion or as Kate Fletcher 
(2019) states, ‘from growth logic to earth logic with educators providing a key 
role to shift the current paradigm’.

An education in sustainability for fashion design students in the VET sector is 
about meeting the growing need for integrating sustainability knowledge with 
practical skills training in fashion design to make students ready for the future 
needs of our industry and society. 
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The Fellow visited educational institutes including the Sustainable Centre of 
Fashion, London College of Fashion, School of Fashion, Birmingham, AMD 
Berlin, Weisensee Kunsthochschule Berlin and UDK Berlin, over a three-
week period in January 2020.

School of Fashion and Textiles; Birmingham City University

Multiple Industry forums with companies such as H&M, were attended during 
the Berlin Fashion Week 13-18 January, 2020 and at Fashionsustain the 
Fellow participated in a conference, visited fashion studios and  interviewed 
designers in order to connect with and understand their  knowledge of current  
industry best practice. 

Around two hundred leading fashion businesses from across the world 
displayed their products at the trade fair, Neonyt Berlin enabling the Fellow 
to visit many stands to see innovative products and engage in discussions 

with industry professionals.

Attendance at the Copenhagen Fashion Summit in May was not possible as 
the event was cancelled due to the coronavirus outbreak.

Masterclass panel featuring Harald Cavalli-Bjorkman, Renewcell, Ana Tavares from Tintex 

and Fashion and Code founder, Cecilia Palmer discussing innovation in circular fashion.
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Mud Jeans, a pioneer in circular denim processes and service-based business model, 

presented the collection “Undyed Denim”, coloured from recycled denim .

Fellowship learnings 
Education in fashion has changed to recognise the current climate of concern 
for the environment with the aim of reducing the environmental footprint 
of the clothing and textile industry, with each educational institute 
visited incorporating sustainability integrally to their program. However, an 
open-source education program is in development to be launched by 
Fashion Seeds which Australian Educators can access. 

A multifaceted approach to sustainability in education is required so 
students consider new business models including reinvention 
processes through leasing and servicing, consumer education through 
marketing, raw materials and bio-fabrication processes, recycling and 
circular processes and ethical production processes.

Driving forces for change in England and Germany are education institutes 
with the collective aim of informing and inspiring students to be change 
agents through projects, industry collaboration and education. 

Key is increased industry institute collaboration with companies with a 
sustainability focus.

There is no template to follow as the field is so vast, complex, and evolving, 
industry and education institutes and lecturers are grappling in multi-faceted 
ways with the different initiatives that can / should be implemented. 

The FashionSEEDS (Fashion Societal, Economic, Environmental Design-Led 
Sustainability) project, co-ordinated by the Centre of Sustainable Fashion, 
London College of the Arts, UAL and partnered with Politecnico di Milano, 
Design School Kolding, Estonian Academy of Arts is developing open 
source Sustainability Teaching Materials and professional development 
opportunities and tools for educators.

Collaboration is the new way forward with transparency being key in industry 
practice.Sustainability initiatives are not an extra add-on but core to the 
fashion design process and this should be reflected in the education 
process. Social responsibility criteria informed by the Sustainable 
Development Goals 

(SDGs), as defined by the United Nations has become a commonly referred 
to industry blueprint for companies to work towards by 2030. 
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through an international competition open to Australian fashion students.

Former student of University Der Kuenste Berlin, designer Joanna Ganser, with her collection 

showcased at Neonyt, an event also founded by another graduate from UdK, Magdalena 

Shaffin.

Knowledge in this area by graduating students leads to new employment 
opportunities such as Sustainability Supply Chain Manager with the 
importance of sustainability credentials in mainstream fashion exemplified by 
the appointment of  Helena Helmersson to CEO of fast fashion chain Hennes 
and Mauritz, from her previous role as Sustainability Manager. 

International competitions also commonly include in their criteria, a sustainability 
focus as seen on display at Neonyt. The Fellow was able to meet previous 
competition winners and gain information about these opportunities to pass on 
to Victorian students. 

There is industry recognition that past models need rethinking as they no 
longer serve the industry or our planet. The manufacturing model ideal has 
moved from linear processes to circular fashion processes and there are many 
educational opportunities for students and educators in this area.

A fundamental shift in the expectations of society in Europe, with sustainability 
messaging on public transport, in product advertisements and frequent 
discussions in the context of brand purchases has affected the product 
offerings of international educational institutes. Australia must embrace this 
change.
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The fellow with Nina Stevenson, Education for Sustainability Leader at 

the Centre for Sustainable Fashion, London College of Fashion.

Personal, professional and sectoral impact 
The Fellowship has been very empowering due to the realisation that we can 
all be change drivers. No qualification or academic paper alone can effect 
change, but the education of students in the VET sector in skills, processes, 
and the environmental impact of buying and manufacturing decisions is a 
powerful responsibility to prepare students for the new enlightened industry 
direction.  Effective training ten years ago is no longer the training required 
now. Change can only take place through the education of students, hand in 
hand with the consumer, business owner and industry professional to build a 
new era of fashion business eco-credentials. 

Initiatives and achievements in the Fellow’s teaching practice, her international  
sustainable education studies and the network established due to this 
Fellowship have resulted in the Fellow being honoured as a finalist in the 
Victorian Trainer of the Year Awards 2020. This has been a wonderful personal 
achievement.     

Involvement in both an international network of researchers, and an 
international network of textile fashion educators and the establishment of a 
local network of Victorian fashion teachers have been tangible outcomes of 
this Fellowship to date. This network of Victorian teachers will share resources, 
initiatives and experiences and the Fellow will work to build a shared 
deeper level of knowledge and understanding of international best practice 
that she gained through the intense immersion experienced during the 
Fellowship, in an attempt to drive sectoral change and create lasting impact. 

Planned large scale events designed  to make an impact in the local community 
are currently on hold due to social distancing but with the support of Kangan 
Institute, a community education, networking and clothes swap event, as part 
of the worldwide  Fashion Revolution movement is planned.  

The ability to educate the educators and industry in Victoria through the 
Fellows new knowledge of free learning opportunities for sustainable teacher 
education in circular fashion, has already been shared with educators at RMIT, 
Box Hill, Holmesglen and Kangan. This has also been shared through the 
wider community via social media. The Fellow hopes this will lead to swifter 
implementation of circular fashion design principles.
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Considerations / recommendations 

Sustainable material resources at UAL: London 

College of Fashion including the Katharine Hamnett 

Sustainable Fabric Archive

• There is a gap in the education of educators regarding sustainability, which can
potentially be filled by teachers self-educating through the many free professional
training opportunities teachers can avail themselves of, via notifications from the Fellow
and as noted in Appendix B. Planned mass events to make an impact in the local
community are on hold due to social distancing but will be run when circumstances
permit.

• An open event with a focus on sustainability will be developed as part of Melbourne
Fashion Week as a component of the official independent program. This will be
designed to create maximum sectoral impact.

• Increase student engagement and intensify learning  opportunities through sustainable
commercial fashion design projects with industry partners and competitions

• Resource sharing for the benefit of students and educators. A planned creation
of material resources, supported by connections made through the Fellowship with
Billie Coxhead from London College of Fashion as a resource for fashion students to
shortcut their way to choosing “green” raw materials enabling immediate impact for
students to make more sustainable choices at the design development stage. One
of the key impediments for students is the time needed to source and find suitable
fabrics and trims for their projects and this would eliminate this hurdle.

• Possible establishment of an exchange program for students with AMD in Berlin to
create further international educational opportunities for students is another identified
benefit.
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3. Fellowship Background

"Planet Friendly” Portuguese designers including Pe De Chumbo, present a showcase of 
sustainable designs and materials from the Portuguese industry including Tintex 
Textiles, Allcost and RDD Textiles at Neonyt.

The aim of this  Fellowship was to explore and identify  quality training for TAFE 
students who wish to enter the Textiles and Clothing Industry, focussing on 
sustainability, so they are able to design and develop products that reduce 
the negative ecological impact of the industry,  meet increasing consumer 
demands, positively impact industry operations and improve current 
commercial industry practices.

This Fellowship allowed the Fellow to research best practice in the world’s 
leading fashion sustainability courses and attend international conferences, 
gaining access to and research opportunities with leading industry experts, 
products and innovators to build knowledge for a more sustainable Australian 
fashion industry.

Currency of knowledge is needed for teachers and trainers of fashion and 
textiles students in sustainable practice. It’s important to follow world’s best 
practice and through the Fellowship the  aim was to be able to improve the 
training offered at my current employer as well as supply benefits for other 
institutes that are teaching fashion and textile design and merchandising 
courses across Victoria.
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University of the Arts

Weissensee Kunsthochschule

Weissensee Kunsthochschule

Fellowship methodology 
The focus of this Fellowship on best practice sustainability in education, led the 
Fellow to focus on meaningful engagement with lecturers from world leading 
schools in England and Germany, and on industry engagement at the world 
leading sustainability forum Neonyt in Berlin, to see the measures international 
brands  are undertaking in a  commercial context to reduce the environmental 
impact of new production and manufacturing processes.
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Highlights included:

Fashion students at Birmingham City University

• Interview with Nina Stevenson, Education for Sustainability, UAL London

• Lecture and meeting with Kate Fletcher, Professor of Sustainability Design,
Centre of Sustainable Fashion, London and acclaimed author.

• Meeting with Sabine Lettman, Senior Lecturer School of Fashion and Textiles,
and Caroline Raybould, Fashion Business School of Fashion and Textiles,
Birmingham City

• Interview with Professor Dr Elisabeth Hackspiel, AMD Akademie Mode and
Design

• Interview with Professor Valeska Schmidt-Thomsen. University der Kunst,
Berlin

• Interview with Prof. Dr Zane Berzina Textiles, Professor for Surface and Textile
Design, Weisensee Kunsthochschule

• Tours undertake with Green Tours of sustainable fashion businesses in
Berlin including, Malmo, Sylt, Manu, Mize, Maqu, Snugata, Studio Hertzberg,
Wesen, viewing product and attended presentations and discussions with the
designers.

• Attended 3-day Neonyt Conference

• Attended Fashionsustain the conference, focussing on panel discussion by
industry leaders

• Fellowship period – Three weeks in January, 2020.
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4. Fellow biography

Fellow at Neonyt Trade Fair

After completing a degree in Fashion and Textile Design, the Fellow worked for 
over fifteen years in the fashion industry as a designer and product developer 
in Melbourne, Sydney, and Berlin.  She transitioned into teaching VET in 2006 
after having children and has taught at the Gordon and Box Hill Institutes, 
Homesglen and now the Kangan Institute. 

Her expertise in fashion design and construction, textile design, computer 
aided technology skills and sustainable design knowledge benefit her students 
in the classroom.  As an industry professional the Fellow undertook further 
study in education to improve her teaching method, completing a Diploma of 
Vocational Education and Training in Tertiary Teaching and then  a Graduate 
Certificate in Tertiary Teaching, in addition to a Certificate IV in Training and 
Assessment.

Marina is a member of the Union of Concerned Researchers in Fashion and the 
International Textile Network Group and Australian Fashion Group.
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5. Fellowship Learnings

Widely different programs across institutes and discussion with lecturers result 
in no definitive best practice educational model to follow. 

Below are several examples of best practice that the Fellow observed during 
her Fellowship research but noted that programs vary depending on project 
partners, the school training program, and commitment from industry to 
ongoing support of program initiatives.

At the Berlin University of the Arts, government policy dictates that schools 
must reduce wastage and cut or reduce power usage so sustainability targets 
are applied at the management level as well as in the course curriculum where 
department waste is also gauged. A top-down focus with sustainability focus 
driven down from an institute level is recognized as achieving results in 
sustainability at a course level in fashion education.

Deep learning occurred for students when they were able to work with 
supportive industry partners on real world tasks.

Students at UdK benefitted from an international training program with a 
partner school in Bangladesh .https://localinternational.dunked.com 

In London, industry support by Kering SA, lead to an industry supported 
training project for London College of Fashion students.

The Sustainable Centre of Fashion within the London College of Fashion works 
to enable fashion teachers to deliver best practice programs by supplying 
teachers with ready to go resources at their fingertips to incorporate into their 
projects. This facility enables polished programs to be delivered as video 
materials and online learning resources. The need to train the educators is 
being realized by a new program in development for release in 2021.

The Green Button: A textile certification standard launched by the German Development 

Ministry in 2019 to guide consumers in identifying socially and environmentally certified 

textile product

The MOOCs being developed have maximum sectoral impact as they are 
available worldwide.

https://www.kering.com/en/news/london-college-fashion-launch-world-
first-open-access-digital-course-in-sustainable-luxury-fashion

Dr Kate Fletcher states an entirely new way of addressing clothing is needed 
with a mental shift focusing on different models, as embedding sustainable 
practices in the global supply chain is having negligible effect which is 
countered by the massive increase in volume being produced, thereby 
outweighing best practice efforts. 
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Soyaconcept displaying recycled polyester 

garments.
Elemente Clemente showcasing its ethical 

end environmental credential in fabric 

treatments and material choices.

Woden sneakers use recycled rubber, 50% 

recycled plastic bottles and sustainable fish 

leather to reduce waste and environmental 

impact.

A values-based approach to stimulate thinking through engagement via 
lectures, forums and industry experiences is critical and students engaging 
with community leaders. This increased exposure to events, community and 
industry creates the most exciting outcomes. Dr Elisabeth Hackspiel initiated a 
beneficial community project “Buy Good Stuff” which was a learning project for 
the students in sustainable fashion brands, yet also resulted in a book being 
published for the public as a community purchasing guide.  The successful 
project was replicated for many cities in Germany and is an example of a 
successful collaboration with societal benefits. 

Neonyt showcased over 200 brands 
that are creating positive brand 
identity through promoting the 
sustainability credentials of their 
clothing. Sustainability issues are 
being prioritized in a commercial 
context in industry and in all aspects 
of the supply chain, with collections 
utilizing innovative approaches 
including recycled fabrics, greener 
manufacturing processes, and new 
materials. There are many future 
employment opportunities with these 
“green” brands. The event brings 
sustainable clothing to the fore in the 
public through widespread media 
coverage and event publicity.

On the green fashion tours, the Fellow visited many fashion designers at their 
studios, demonstrating their journey from student to successful designer with a 
sustainability focus. A key takeaway was new forms of collaboration and 
transparency between designers who would have been competitors in the past. 
This collaboration creates cost savings and provides support and assistance 
to grow their sustainable businesses. Transparency with resources and supply 

chain processes was crucial for small and large retailers alike with the selling 
of the “story” of the garment, and included many collaborative community 
relationships focused on social change and ethical considerations. 

A new model was seen among upcoming fashion designers who combined slow 
fashion principles with combined workroom, showroom facilities, customization 
of collections featuring new designs and upcycled designs, through building 
community networks with a focus on storytelling and collaboration with other 
businesses.
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Designer Corveras Vegas from independent fashion label 

C|V Studio shows her eco-friendly Alpaca line, produced by 

indigenous Aymara and Queche people of Bolivia.

Berlin Designer Marisa Fuentes Prado explaining the 

sustainability practices incorporated in the design of her 

brand Maqu.

Kate Pinkstone, an Australian trained designer, designer 

and owner of Shio Store in Berlin, shows examples of 

her upcycled garments and expands on her sustainable 

business model.
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Images from the masterclass “circularity.ID - The Open Standard for Data-Driven Circularity in 

Fashion” , learn about new technology driven innovation for garment recycling and circularity 

processes.

Industry Collaboration and Technological Initiatives
Through the Fellowship the Fellow learnt about many new world-wide initiatives in 
recycling, identifying fibres in raw-materials, certification and textile standards, 
improved dyeing processes, biological innovative products and infrastructure for 
circularity processes. A particularly impressive innovation is a new technology 
scanning process for garments so the information on the garment tag allows the 
recycler to reprocess the garments overcoming a huge industry project of unidentifiable 
inputs stopping recycling.

Details for other educators on the latest industry initiatives and new technologies in use 
such as recycling of plastic and fishing nets into new materials, biological based 
fabrications and new materials are provided through links in Appendix B.
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The Italian brand Rifo supports circularity by creating new ranges from 

recycled fabric waste.

Nuuwai produce vegan bags from appleskin that is Oeko-tex standard 

100 lined with polyester recycled from ocean plastic and discarded 

fishing nets.
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Education and Industry Collaboration
Local area initiatives by two educators in Birmingham brings together industry 
and educators in forum discussions, structured and supported by their work 
in the Union of Concerned Researchers in Fashion. They are working to push 
forward the agenda of sustainability in a new model of engagement which can 
be replicated in Victoria.

The model used at Birmingham University of increasing  local sustainability 
action in the education and fashion industry through creating discussion 
agendas drawn from the participants themselves at networking events was 
a radical rethink of the current speaker panel  format with Q and A, currently 
the approach used in Victoria and was highly recommended as a method 
for increasing engagement and  involvement to progress an industry driven 
agenda , enabling collaboration among participants to support each other in 
positive progress and enabling educators to drive the agenda in their school 
and the community.

The relaxed format of a sustainability exchange event was seen to be crucial 
to the success of the event, together with the key factor of a secondary event 
that brought the parties together. Due to restrictions this cannot currently take 
place in Victoria but can occur in collaboration with a partner such as Ethical 
Clothing Australia or the Australia Fashion Council or at RAW Assembly in the 
future.

Blueprint on SDGs Values and ethics 

Education programs are being developed  with SDG goals at their core, 
reflecting the industry focus on these goals for 2030. 

Training institutes are developing ethically focused student centric programs 
where the student values or goals drive the product being produced within the 
schools as new job opportunities are coming from ethically focused brands.

Student focused learning

Teachers can activate student interest through a focus on a four-pronged 
approach, through generating discussion with links to social and mainstream 
media, and addressing the social, cultural, environmental and economic 
impact. 
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6. Personal, professional and sectoral Impact

Professionally the Fellowship enabled access and connections that would not 
have been possible otherwise. This has encouraged the Fellow to make a very 
local impact with her own students and a desire to create a wider sectoral and 
community impact.

The Fellow immediately implemented a training project that linked new 
technology and the reutilizing of waste which resulted in product that was to be 
displayed and sold at Makers Market at the Wool Museum in Geelong, but the 
event was unfortunately cancelled due to COVID but nevertheless the model 
was successful with the student body and generated excitement. 

The Fellow plans to continue discussions with industry partners in order to 
embed  industry projects with a sustainable driven brand (as seen as being 
best practice in London and Birmingham) for the mutual benefit of students 
and industry partners and to  raise the profile of VET training in the community.

As a result of this unexpected period of unprecedented change due to 
COVID-19 planned community event initiatives through Kangan Institute and 
Glen Eira local council, could not go ahead. The Fellow is currently rethinking 
how to move these initiatives forward as restrictions ease. 

A deeper connection to allow the exchange of experiences and ideas as 
well as resources across a supportive group of fashion teachers enables all 

students and educators to benefit alike. This can fortunately continue online 
during COVID using facetime technology. 

It is envisaged as part of Melbourne Fashion Week 2021, in conjunction 
with support from Kangan Institute, that the Fellow will organise and host a 
sustainability event as part of the official independent program at the Richmond 
campus. This would be a structured open event for students, industry and 
professionals and be widely promoted as part of the Melbourne Fashion 
Festival Program for wide sectoral impact.

Currency of knowledge for the Fellow, and opportunities to learn international 
best practice across the world to be shared with colleagues continues to 
occur online through the international meetings of the Union of Concerned 
Researchers and the German Textile Network. Professionally and personally 
this has opened a world of resources and connections and is anticipated to be 
of ongoing benefit to the Fellow, her students, and her local network.

The launch of a Sustainable Resource Library at Kangan is considered to be 
an actionable tool to make a real immediate difference for Victorian students 
and upcoming designers.
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7. Recommendations and Considerations

Considerations 

Observed consumer messaging at product purchase point by sustainable brands

• Training students with skills and knowledge for new positions and current and future industry direction

• Educators need knowledge in sustainable models.

• Communication around the impact on the planet of current fashion industry practices through SDGs as a study foundation

• Studying the negative effects of the fashion industry production processes on the planet will require a larger dialogue on excessive consumption.
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Recommendations 
The Fellow’s recommendations for the future training of VET students and teachers in Victoria include: 

Fashion sustainability messaging observed on public transport system in Berlin.

• DET to broaden the scope of sustainability issues in training packages by embedding an assessment criterion in a number of units across packages, to deepen
the learning and create understanding of its application across many industry processes.

• Resources for sustainable products to be shared with other institutes. Ideally, a role to be  established similar to the one at the Centre of Sustainability, London,
here where a team work to provide resources and support to educators around current innovations in the field and develop polished training materials available to
all VET trainers across Victoria.

• Establishment of  a materials library with access for VET students and industry alike at the Kangan Textile and Fashion Hub, which produces short run manufacturing
for industry and is easily accessible in Richmond via public transport. This would be based on  the library seen at London College of Fashion and consist of hangers of
fabric, folders of trim resources and supplier information. In fashion design it is important to view a physical sample to gauge its handle and performance properties.

• Cert IV qualifications require teachers to complete a unit in sustainability in the next upgrade.

• Tackling sustainability at institutes by introducing targets to reduce waste and consequently costs as per the German government policy. Further information is
available re these in pages 41-50 of Appendix A

• Increase industry institute collaborations
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National Platform on Education for Sustainable Development (2019) National Action Plan on 
Education for Sustainable Development Pages 41-50 Available at 
https://www.bmbf.de/f les/BMBF_NAP_BNE_EN_Screen.pdf
Accessed on 23/08/20
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Appendix B
RESOURCE LIST 
Free Online Courses
UAL: London College of Fashion, Fashion and Sustainability: Understanding 
Luxury Fashion in a Changing World, https://www.sustainable-fashion.com/
online-resources/fashion-and-sustainability%3A-understanding-luxury-
fashion-in-a-changing-worldedX 

Circular Fashion: Design, Science and Value in a Sustainable Circular Economy, 
https://www.edx.org/course/circular-fashion-in-a-sustainable-clothingindustry

Resources for educators by educators

UAL: London College of Fashion, Fashion SEEDS 

Fashion Societal, Economic and https://www.arts.ac.uk/research/current-
research-and-projects/fashion-Environmental Design-led Sustainability,
design/fashion-seeds

Design School Kolding, Denmark, 2018, Sustainable Design Cards, https://
sustainabledesigncards.dk

Earth Logic Fashion Action Research Plan

Fletcher, K. and Tham, M. (2019). Earth Logic Fashion Action Research Plan. 
London: The J J Charitable Trust, https://earthlogic.info/

TED Textile Environment Design, http://www.tedresearch.net/online-resources/
resource-sheets/, http://www.tedresearch.net/teds-ten/

Industry based resources in sustainability
Armedangels: https://www.armedangels.com/wo-en/about-us/circularity

Buy Good Stuff, AMD Akademie Mode and Design and Femnet eV, https://
buygoodstuff.de/

Circular.fashion: https://circular.fashion/workshops/

Ekoalf: https://ecoalf.com/en/p/materials-80

Good On You: https://goodonyou.eco/category/made-from/

ISKO: https://iskodenim.com/sustainability

Lanius: https://www.lanius.com/en/sustainability/commitment/noplastic/

NIKE: https://www.nikecirculardesign.com/

Pentland, 2003, Responsible Products- Concepts and Consequences, http://
www.pentland.com/images/policy/Responsible_Products_Concepts...

Levi Strauss: https://www.levistrauss.com/how-we-do-business/source/

MUD Jeans: https://mudjeans.eu/pages/sustainability-our-impact

Oeko-Tex Buying Guide: https://www.oeko-tex.com/en/buying-guide

Pentland, 2003, Responsible Products- Concepts and Consequences, http://
www.pentland.com/images/policy/Responsible_Products_Concepts

Renewcell: https://www.renewcell.com/en/image-bank/

Textile Exchange: https://textileexchange.org/resources/

We are Spin Dye: https://spindye.com/environmental-impact/
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Free Toolkit Resources
CFDA Sustainable Strategies Toolkit, Lauren Croke, Council of Fashion 
Designers America, https://cfda.com/resources/sustainability-resources

CFDA Guide to Sustainable Strategies, 2019, Sara Kozlowski. Council of 
Fashion Designers America

CFDA Materials Index: https://cfda.com/resources/materials

Ellen Macarthur Foundation Circular Design Toolkit: https://www. 
ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/resources/learn/circular-design-toolkit

Ellen Macarthur Foundation: The Jeans Redesign: https://www. 
ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/our-work/activities/make-fashion-circular/the-
jeans-redesign

Fashion Futures 2030 Toolkit, 2020 Centre for Sustainable Fashion, UAL: 
London College of Fashion, https://www.sustainable-fashion.com/online-
resources/fashion-futures-2030-toolkits--

The Sustainable Fashion Glossary, Conde Nast: https://www.condenast.com/
glossary/key-elements-of-fashion-and-sustainability

The Sustainable Fashion Toolkit, Fashion Takes Action and PwC Collaboration: 
https://sustainablefashiontoolkit.com

Mistra Future Fashion: http://mistrafuturefashion.com/

Worth Partnership Project: https://www.worthproject.eu/worth-video-lectures/

Conferences with Video Resources
Copenhagen Fashion Summit by Global Fashion Agenda, 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=global+fashion+agenda

Textile Exchange Sustainability Conference, https://www.youtube.com/
results?search_query=textile+exchange

International Competition Opportunities for Students. Bilbao International Art 
and Fashion, https://biaaf.com/

Frankfurt Style Award: The International Talent Contest for Fashion and Design, 
https://frankfurtstyleaward.com/

Green Product Award, https://www.gp-award.com/en/fashion

Global Change Award sponsored by H&M, https://globalchangeaward.com/
news/next-round-opens-in-2021/

Redress Design Award, https://www.redressdesignaward.com/

Neonyt Fashionsustain Conference, playlist?

 https:www.youtube.comlist=PLLbB5D09jeRZoQeBi670ykrdMw_GJzFsv
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